
Hi-Cart Complete
602-834

• Precision Motor Control. PMC  
matches the motor speed to the 
pressure and tip size selected.

• No pulsation at any pressure with 
any size tip.

• No Rust Fluid manifold. Only High 
grade Stainless Steel and Aircraft 
grade aluminum is used.

• No cylinder to wear out.
• Long Life fluid manifold.
• Built for professional use.
• All metal construction.
• More powerful PMDC motor results 

in the lowest amperage use in its 
class.

• High efficiency motor/controller 
results in 10% more output then 
competitive models.

FEATURES:

T11 AIRLESS SPRAYER
Specifications
Max Pressure 3300 psi (226 bar)

Max Tip 0.033

Max GPM 1.17 (4.45 lpm)

Motor HP 2.5 HP

Hi-Cart 105 lbs (48 kg)

Lo-Cart 105 lbs (48 kg) 

Description   Part #
T11 Hi Cart Complete 110V 602-834

T11 Lo Cart Complete 110V 602-836

T11 Hi Cart Complete 220V 602-844

T11 Lo Cart Complete 220V 602-846

T11 Airless Sprayer
3600 PSI (245 BAR)

High Quality-Refined Design 
Airless Gun

The valve stem assembly
never needs adjustments -
even when you rebuild it.  

The trigger spring is
calibrated to provide the least

resistance while assuring a positive
shut-off at maximum pressure.

 

  

Available with
T93R Contractor Series

Tip & Guard
 

The T380 has been designed to work under higher 
pressure than other competitive guns for a broader range 
of applications. The aircraft quality aluminum alloy 
handle, stainless steel and tungsten carbide valve 
assembly and hose swivel are all precision machined for 
reliable performance. Reliability you can depend on!

The T360 is a high quality airless spray gun with many bene�cial 
features that will prove itself to you every day. From the light-
weight and balanced handle to the comfortable trigger pull and 
superior valve-stem design. The T360 is professional grade.

The T360 is made from aircraft quality aluminum forgings and 
extrusions for durability and light weight. All other wetted parts 
are high quality stainless steel providing exceptional strength 
and reliability.

3800 PSI (260 BAR)

Work Under Higher Pressure
Airless Gun

No Adjustments -
Calibrated Spring 

& Valve Stem

Superior Hose Swivel
is Standard

T380 SPRAY GUN - 3,800 PSI (260 BAR) MWP
Part No. Description
501-155 T380 2-Finger with T93R Tip and Guard - 7/8”
501-255 T380 2-Finger with T93R Tip and Guard - 11/16”
501-150 T380 4-Finger with T93R Tip and Guard - 7/8”
501-151 T380 4-Finger with T93R Tip and Guard - 11/16”
501-155 GTH Gun, Tip & Hose Kit 7/8”, 2-Finger
501-150-GTH Gun, Tip & Hose Kit 7/8”, 4-Finger

T380-T360 FILTERS
Part No. Description
105-042-2 Coarse/White 50 Mesh 2-Pack
105-043-2 Medium/Yellow 100 Mesh 2-Pack
105-044-2 Fine/Blue 150 Mesh 2-Pack

T360 SPRAY GUN - 3,600 PSI (245 BAR) MWP
Part No. Description
503-150 T360 4-Finger with T93R Tip and Guard - 7/8”
503-151 T360 4-Finger with T93R Tip and Guard - 11/16”
503-152 T360 2-Finger with T93R Tip and Guard - 7/8”
503-153 T360 2-Finger with T93R Tip and Guard - 11/16”
503-154 T360 4-finger NO Tip and Guard - 7/8”
503-155 T360 4-finger NO Tip and Guard - 11/16”
503-156 T360 2-finger NO Tip and Guard - 7/8”
503-157 T360 2-finger NO Tip and Guard - 11/16”
503-150 GTH Gun, Tip & Hose Kit 7/8”, 4-Finger
503-152 GTH Gun, Tip & Hose Kit 7/8”, 2-Finger

T380-T360 SPRAY GUN REPAIR KIT
Part No. Description
503-092 T380-T360 Repair Kit

Available with 2-�nger or 4-�nger triggers.

Both Airless Guns with Positive Shut-Off
Shut-off valve is located outside the �uid passages 
for reduced friction and longer service life.
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SHARP LINER SERIES
The SHARP LINER reversible and 	at tips are designed 
for striping roads, parking lots, airports, athletic �elds 
and interior 	oors of industrial warehouses. The spray 
pattern design results in sharp distinct lines with minimal 
overspray. As with all of the TriTech tips the precision of 
the fan width and 	ow rate are unmatched. Sharp Liner 
can be used on any airless line marking machine. 
5000 PSI (345 BAR)
Part No: 202-XXX
Sharp Liner Flat: Part No: 210-XXX

25.5-30.5

CONTRACTOR SERIES
The T93R is available in 122 fan width and 
ori�ce combinations so you can match the 
right tip to every coating you spray.
5000 PSI (345 BAR)
Part No: 200-XXX

HI-PRODUCTION SERIES
Part No: 203-XXXX
Sizes from 203-1219 to 203-1239

ULTRA-FINISH SERIES
Unique double-ori�ce atomizes the 
coating twice - each time �ner than the 
�rst - to achieve an ultra �ne �nish. 25 fan 
pattern/ori�ce size combinations are 
available.
5000 PSI (345 BAR)
Part No: 201-XXX

25.5-30.5

MAXX SERIES
T93R MAXX tips have a 7500 PSI (500 
BAR) MWP for maximum pressure 
spray applications. This simple 
3-component design makes tip 
changes on the job quick and safe.
7500 PSI (500 BAR)
Part No: 207-XXX

SAFETY GUARD T93R Safety Guard �ts most major 
manufacturers’ airless spray guns and accepts 
most tips. Large knurls for a sure grip.
5000 PSI (345 BAR)
Part No: 200-999 - 7/8” Thread Size
Part No: 200-998 - 11/16” Thread Size

MAXX SAFETY GUARD T93R Safety Guard �ts most 
major manufacturers’ airless spray guns and 
accepts most tips. All metal parts are stainless 
steel for durability.
7500 PSI (500 BAR)
Part No: 207-999 - 7/8” Thread Size
Part No: 207-998 - 11/16” Thread Size
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TIP SIZES - WHAT THE NUMBERS MEAN.
The first 3 digits specify
the series of tip.
200 = T93R Contractor
201 = T93R Ultra-Finish
203 = T93R Hi-Production
205 = T93F Flat
206 = T93F Ultra-Finish
207 = T93R MAXX
209 = T93F Hi-Volume

Double this number to 
determine the fan width 
when spraying 12" (30cm) 
from the surface. 
Depending on pressure 
and material actual width 
may vary by up to 2" (5cm).

The last two digits specify 
the flow of fluid through 

the tip - this is the orifice. 
This opening controls the 
amount of fluid that flows 

through the tip. The 
pressure you are spraying 

at also has an affect on 
flow - more pressure 

equals more flow.

PROPER TIP SIZING.
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Same fan width - difference orifice sizes: The example below 
demonstrates the difference between tips with the same fan width, but 
increasing orifice sizes. The larger the orifice, the more coating you apply 
using the same spray pressure and hand-speed as you spray.

Different fan width - same orifice sizes: The example below 
demonstrates the difference between tips with the same orifice size, but 
increasing fan sizes. The same amount of coatings is applied over a larger 
area - or less coating per square inch using the same pressure and 
hand-speed as you spray. When necessary, remember to size up or down 
your orifice as you size up or down your fan width if you want to apply the 
same amount of coating per square inch. 

 Sharp Liner SeriesUltra-Finish SeriesMAXX Series Contractor Series
High Production Series

Coating in from
spray gun

Pre-ori�ce provides
initial atomization

Spray ori�ce provides
�nal atomization

TriTech Ultra Finish

Tip Size I.D. Tag
No more guessing what size
tip you’re spraying with!

Seal Alignment
The patented tip seal has a square 
opening that �ts on the end of the tip 
handle. This unique feature allows you to 
easily insert the seal into the guard. Then 
simply twist the tip handle to line up the 
seal cavity accurately to receive the tip 
shaft. Quick, accurate installation  EVERY 
TIME!

The T93R Airless 
Tip System is the 
longest lasting, 
highest quality tip 
& guard available.

Hand-Tight Nut
The hand-tight nut on the T93R 
Guard has large knurls for sure grip - 
and it’s hex shaped so you can 
easily use a wrench if necessary.
Part 200-999 and 200-998

We formulate our own tungsten 
carbide with a Rockwell Hardness of 
93 - a diamond’s hardness is 100. We 
guarantee the longest tip life and 
superior spray pattern in the industry.
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SHARP LINER SERIES
The SHARP LINER reversible and 	at tips are designed 
for striping roads, parking lots, airports, athletic �elds 
and interior 	oors of industrial warehouses. The spray 
pattern design results in sharp distinct lines with minimal 
overspray. As with all of the TriTech tips the precision of 
the fan width and 	ow rate are unmatched. Sharp Liner 
can be used on any airless line marking machine. 
5000 PSI (345 BAR)
Part No: 202-XXX
Sharp Liner Flat: Part No: 210-XXX

25.5-30.5

CONTRACTOR SERIES
The T93R is available in 122 fan width and 
ori�ce combinations so you can match the 
right tip to every coating you spray.
5000 PSI (345 BAR)
Part No: 200-XXX

HI-PRODUCTION SERIES
Part No: 203-XXXX
Sizes from 203-1219 to 203-1239

ULTRA-FINISH SERIES
Unique double-ori�ce atomizes the 
coating twice - each time �ner than the 
�rst - to achieve an ultra �ne �nish. 25 fan 
pattern/ori�ce size combinations are 
available.
5000 PSI (345 BAR)
Part No: 201-XXX

25.5-30.5

MAXX SERIES
T93R MAXX tips have a 7500 PSI (500 
BAR) MWP for maximum pressure 
spray applications. This simple 
3-component design makes tip 
changes on the job quick and safe.
7500 PSI (500 BAR)
Part No: 207-XXX

SAFETY GUARD T93R Safety Guard �ts most major 
manufacturers’ airless spray guns and accepts 
most tips. Large knurls for a sure grip.
5000 PSI (345 BAR)
Part No: 200-999 - 7/8” Thread Size
Part No: 200-998 - 11/16” Thread Size

MAXX SAFETY GUARD T93R Safety Guard �ts most 
major manufacturers’ airless spray guns and 
accepts most tips. All metal parts are stainless 
steel for durability.
7500 PSI (500 BAR)
Part No: 207-999 - 7/8” Thread Size
Part No: 207-998 - 11/16” Thread Size
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TIP SIZES - WHAT THE NUMBERS MEAN.
The first 3 digits specify
the series of tip.
200 = T93R Contractor
201 = T93R Ultra-Finish
203 = T93R Hi-Production
205 = T93F Flat
206 = T93F Ultra-Finish
207 = T93R MAXX
209 = T93F Hi-Volume

Double this number to 
determine the fan width 
when spraying 12" (30cm) 
from the surface. 
Depending on pressure 
and material actual width 
may vary by up to 2" (5cm).

The last two digits specify 
the flow of fluid through 

the tip - this is the orifice. 
This opening controls the 
amount of fluid that flows 

through the tip. The 
pressure you are spraying 

at also has an affect on 
flow - more pressure 
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Same fan width - difference orifice sizes: The example below 
demonstrates the difference between tips with the same fan width, but 
increasing orifice sizes. The larger the orifice, the more coating you apply 
using the same spray pressure and hand-speed as you spray.

Different fan width - same orifice sizes: The example below 
demonstrates the difference between tips with the same orifice size, but 
increasing fan sizes. The same amount of coatings is applied over a larger 
area - or less coating per square inch using the same pressure and 
hand-speed as you spray. When necessary, remember to size up or down 
your orifice as you size up or down your fan width if you want to apply the 
same amount of coating per square inch. 

 Sharp Liner SeriesUltra-Finish SeriesMAXX Series Contractor Series
High Production Series

Coating in from
spray gun

Pre-ori�ce provides
initial atomization

Spray ori�ce provides
�nal atomization

TriTech Ultra Finish

Tip Size I.D. Tag
No more guessing what size
tip you’re spraying with!

Seal Alignment
The patented tip seal has a square 
opening that �ts on the end of the tip 
handle. This unique feature allows you to 
easily insert the seal into the guard. Then 
simply twist the tip handle to line up the 
seal cavity accurately to receive the tip 
shaft. Quick, accurate installation  EVERY 
TIME!

The T93R Airless 
Tip System is the 
longest lasting, 
highest quality tip 
& guard available.

Hand-Tight Nut
The hand-tight nut on the T93R 
Guard has large knurls for sure grip - 
and it’s hex shaped so you can 
easily use a wrench if necessary.
Part 200-999 and 200-998

We formulate our own tungsten 
carbide with a Rockwell Hardness of 
93 - a diamond’s hardness is 100. We 
guarantee the longest tip life and 
superior spray pattern in the industry.
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